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Introduction Dental caries is one of the most common chronic infectious disease of childhood, caused by the interaction of bacteria, mainly Streptococcus mutans, and sugary foods on tooth enamel. These bacteria break down sugars for energy, causing an acidic environment in the mouth and result in demineralization of the enamel of the teeth and dental caries [1.
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Introduction Surgical therapy in patients with peripheral nerve injuries has not presented changes over the last decades due to the use of autologous grafts, development of intraoperative magnification, and proven deleterious effects of tension at neural repair site and despite all the advancements achieved, functional repair results are still imperfect [1. Tuma...
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Introduction Although the incidence of zygoma- and related orbital-floor fractures decreased over the years towards the turn of the millennium for road-vehicle-accident related causes in the overall population of countries with mandatory passive and active safety-devices in cars and mandatory helmet-duty when motorcycling [1 Covington DS, Wainwright DJ, Teichgraeb ...
against thromboembolism during temporary periprocedural interruption of VKA therapy. Whether or not to interrupt VKA therapy and in ...